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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

BETWEEN

CHINA PHARMACEUTICAL UNIVERSITY

AND

KATHMANDU UNIVERSITY, NEPAL

In pursue of the close and friendly relations between the Republic of the Sudan and

People's Republic of China, and with the aim of fostering and strengthening closer

academic and scientific cooperation between the two Universities, Kathmandu

University (KU) in Nepal and China Pharmaceutical University (CPU) in Nanjing,

China recognizing the benefits to their respective University through the

establishment of international links, do hereby agree to enter into this Memorandum

of Understanding on a basis of equality and reciprocity to declare their respective

intentions and to establish a basis of cooperation, collaboration and partnership

between the Parties upon the terms as contained herein.

Article One Purpose of Cooperation

1. To provide the framework for a partnership arrangements between the two parties.

2. To develop academic and educational cooperation and to promote mutual

understanding between the two universities

3. To create and build national, regional and international capacity.

4. To provide support and consulting services.

S. To improve the management, relations and understanding.
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Article Two Scope of Collaboration

The parties agree to develop the following collaborative activities including not

limited to:

1. Student exchange

Each University may send students, either undergraduate or postgraduate, to the

partner University'Institution in appropriate fields of study, by taking courses,

conducting researches, interning or training. Students must submit their applications

to the Host University through their own University.

2. Faculty exchange

The two Universities may nominate their faculty members to participate in exchange

for the purpose of training or academic activities like conference, colloquia, and

symposia in the partner University on a reciprocal basis. The participant and exact

time are subject to the agreement between the two parties.

3. Scholarship program

CPU would provide scholarship chance to host teaching assistants and lecturers of KU

to conduct their M.Sc. andlor PhD degrees in fields of interest.

4. Collaboration in education

The two universities will jointly develop programs and courses to advance the

education and benefit students from both parties. CPU will endeavor to contribute to

the progress in the development of educational facilities, via technical upgrading,

substantially reflected in the quality of training of the undergraduates.

5. Collaboration in research

Both Universities act proactively to develop joint-institutional collaboration in

different research disciplines in mutual interests, and to encourage cooperation in

research activities amongst departments, and individuals of both Universities. Themes

of joint research activities and the conditions for utilizing the results achieved should

be negotiated for each specific case.

Article Three Source of Fundins

The two universities agree that all financial arrangements will have to be negotiated

and will depend on the availability of funds.



Article Four Terms of Ccooperation

The terms of co-operation for each specific activity implemented under this

Memorandum of Understanding shall be mutually discussed and agreed upon in

writing by both parties prior to the initiation of that activity. Any agreement entered

into, as ouilined above, will form an Appendix to this Memorandum of

Understanding.

Article Five Coordination of the Exchanee

Each University shall designate a Liaison Officer to develop and co-ordinate the

specific activities agreed upon. Through these offices, either party could propose

activities and specific details of any such activities which will be set forth in a letter of

agreement.

To China Pharmaceutical University:

Mr. PAN Rongiie, Vice Dean, School of International Education, CPU

Email: rjpan@cpu.edu.cn

Contact: 0086-025-8 6185 423

To Kathmandu University:

Prof. Dr. Janardan Lamichhane, The Dean, School of Science, KU

Email : sos_dean@ku.edu.np

Contact: 0097 7 -1 1 -41 5200

ARTICLE SIX RENEWAL. TERMINATION AND AMENDMENT

1. This MOU will take into effect from the date of affixation of signatures of both

parties and will remain in force for a period of five (5) years from the date of the

last signature.

2. This MOU may be renewed by mutual agreement through an exchange of letters

confirming the renewal.

3. This MOU may be terminated by either upon prior notification in writing to the

other party of not less than six (6) months. Any termination of this agreement

must take into account existing faculty or students endeavors.



4. This MOU shall be executed in English in two (2) copies and each copy shall be

retained by both parties.

Signed for and on behalf of:

Vice Chancellor

Prof. Dr. Bhola Thapa
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ViSe President
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